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IN THE

SUPREME COURT
OF THE

STATE OF UTAH
UT AH RESOURCES INTERNATIONAL, INC., a Utah corporation, et al.,
Plaintiffs and Respondents,

vs.
UTAH BOARD OF STATE LANDS, .
et al.,

Case No.

12131

Defendants and Appellants,

RESPONDENTS' BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF
PETITION FOR REHEARING
Respondents, in support of their petition for a rehearing in the above-captioned matter submit the followmg:

POINT I.
THE RATIONALE OF THE SEPTEMBER
30TH OPINION THAT THE LEGISLATURE
SOMEHOW ACQUIESCED IN THE LAND
B 0 ARD ' S CONSTRUCTION OF 65-1-18
FAILED TO TAKE INTO ACCOUNT THE
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FACT THAT THE 1971 UTAH LEGISLATURE CONSIDERED AND REFUSED TO
ADOPT THE VERY CHANGE THE OPINION WOULD NOW EFFECT.
A proposed bill, sponsored and drafted by the Land
Board, was introduced into the 1971 Utah Legislature.
(House Journal, p. 6.) A copy of that bill, H.B. 359,
is attached hereto as Appendix A. The bill \Vas referred
to the Rules and Procedures Committee. On :March 11
'
1971, the legislature "struck the enacting clause" and
thereby defeated the bill. (House Journal, pp. 106-107.)
Does this fact not absolutely dispel the idea, relied
upon heavily in the instant opinion, that the Utah Legi&
lature had receded from its unequivocal declaration of
"one 'purpose:' one lease" as embodied in 65-1-18?
POINT II.
THE COURT HAS LEGISLATED IN ITS
OPINION OF SEPTEMBER 30TH HEREIN
BY AMENDING OUT THE CRUCIAL PROVISIONS OF 65-1-18 - SOMETHING THE
1971 UTAH LEGISLATURE WAS ASKED,
AND REFUSED, TO DO.
Section 65-1-18 provides:
"The state land board may issue mineral leases
including without limitation oil, gas and hydro·
carbon leases for prospecting, exploring, developing, and producing minerals covering any portions
of the state lands or the reserved mineral interests
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in st.ate lands. In furtherance of the principle of
multiple use of st.ate lands, the land board may
grant a lease for the prospecting, exploration,
development and production of any mineral notwithstanding the issuance of other lease or leases
on the same land for other minerals, and shall
include in such lease suit.able stipulations for
simultaneous operation. The board shall not issue
more than one outstanding lease for the same purpose on the same land. (Emphasis added.)
The opinion lays great stress on a speech made by
the director of the land board 30 days prior to the adoption of Senate Bill 77 in 1967. This speech was first
brought to the attention of the Court on rehearing argument by the appellants and is not in the record. The
most important legislative history is set out in the industry hearing of August 17, 1965 conducted by Bryant S.
Croft, then Chairman of the Utah Land Board, whereat
the spokesmen for the petroleum companies were solidly
in favor of a single form of hydrocarbon lease and
expressed their deep concern at the prospect of a state
leasing policy which would create conflicts. Those hearings are in the record and the Court did not reference
them at all in its opinion. Clearly, the industry, which
sent its spokesmen to appear, vigorously opposed a leasing
policy which would create conflicts. That concern and
that opposition is certainly as solid today. (See Appendix B hereto.)
Respondents do not question the fact that the director
sought to have legislation permitting the Board to issue
several kinds of leases. Nor that he so stated in 1967.
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But there is no question that the legislature, guided, we
submit, by the virtually-unanimous reconunendations t1,
the contrary made by the industry spo!<:esmen, rejected
the recommendations made by the director. 65-1-18
in clear and express words established a single hydro.
carbon lease policy when the "same purpose" is involved. And, semantics and hair-splitting aside, there
is not the slightest doubt that the "purpose" of any oil
shale lease is the production of oil and gas and the "pur.
pose" of any oil, gas and hydrocarbon lease is also the
production of oil and gas. And the expert witnesses who
testified at the trial herein were unanimous, as were the
authorities they quoted and cited, that such was unquestionably the fact.
The Board, evidently dissatisfied with the legislative
determination of a single hydrocarbon leasing policy as
enacted in 65-1-18 and correctly reading the 1968 Morgan
decision which accurately set out the legislative intent,
obtained the introduction into the 1971 Utah legislature
of a proposed amendment to 65-1-18. That proposed
amendment would have emasculated the single hydrocarbon lease policy adopted by the Legislature in 1967.
That bill appears in the House and Senate Journals for
the 1971 session. A copy is attached hereto. (See Appendix A.) Respondents urge the Court to examine that
bill. The very objectives sought - and, by the September
30th opinion, granted - were considered and rejected by
the Legislature in February and March 1971. Thus,
appellants have achieved, by court legislation, that which
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the Legislature refused to grant them earlier this year.
If there is some valid reason why 65-1-18 should be altered,
changed, or amended, the proper place for amendment
is in the legislative body which adopted the statute in
the first place. In 1971 the appellants sought to do just
that - and failed. But, the September 30th opinion of
this Court does for the appellants that which the legislature denied them.
The subject statute is unambiguous with respect to
its prohibition against conflicting leases for the same purpose. However, if the legislative history of the subject
statute (Senate Bill 77) is to form the basis for the decision and the statutory construction and interpretation,
the September 30th opinion has reached the diametrically
opposite result.
The Court has, in effect, substituted its views of the
objectives of 65-1-18 for those of at least two legislatures
- the session which adopted the statute, and the 1971
session which refused to emasculate it. The Court has
many times spoken against its invading the province of
the legislature and has refused to do so. Upon rehearing,
respondents would urge the Court to recede from its
judicial legislating in this case.
POINT III.
THE OPINION OF SEPTEMBER 30TH IS
BASED ON AN ISSUE NOT RAISED AT
ANY TIME BEFORE IN THIS CASE.
The opinion seems to bottom on the theory that
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th::se
cannot ask for a construction of the
statute because they accepted a lease with shale reserved
to the State. (Item I of the opinion.)
This is an action for declaratory judgment as well as
injunctive relief. Respondents sought (and seek) only to
have the statute correctly construed as the legislature intended and clearly drafted it. Respondents feared (and
fear) that an erroneous interpretation, construction and
application of the statute will utterly destroy any chances
of an oil shale industry in Utah. Their fear is shared by
the industry. (See Appendix B.)
The particular lease used as a vehicle to present the
question of statutory construction under the declaratory
judgment statute should not be of any moment to the
disposition of such a significant question.

It is revealing to note that the idea that the respondents' acceptance of the lease in question should somehow
constitute a bar to their presenting to the courts the
question of the proper interpretation of the statute was
never raised by anyone in the trial court nor heretofore
in this Court. And for a very good reason: The industry
must know if the single hydrocarbon lease policy adopted
by the legislature in 1967 has now been abandoned and,
as the Land Board records show and the appellants well
knew (and know) , these respondents hold interests in
many other leases which are not subject to the bar
belatedly raised by the Court itself.
In other words, the respondents (and others) are
lessees of many bituminous sands leases issued by the
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State of Utah. These bituminous sands leases do not contain a reservation of the oil shale to the State of Utah.
Had the respondents instituted the action against the
Land Board to determine the legislative intent governing
the circumstance of the Land Board's attempt to issue
an oil shale lease over the top of a prior bituminous sands
lease, the argument would not have been available that
respondents were asking for something which was not
included in their lease. Obviously, the respondents were
trying to get a judicial determination - and a re-affirmation - of a leasing policy which a unanimous Supreme
Court announced in 1968 in the previous Morgan case,
that "the legislature intended and did adopt the policy
of allowing but one lease for the recovery of oil from any
particular tract of public land." And the respondents felt
(and feel) they had good reason to believe, that through
the enactment of 65-1-96 and 65-1-18, they - or any lessee
in this category - would ultimately be permitted to obtain all the rights to the hydrocarbons - if the purpose
is the production of oil and gas.
Of course, as the Opinion of September 30th states,
the respondents knew that the lease did not include shale.
But, contrary to the statements in the Opinion, it certainly was not "unthinkable that the State would, c.s
65-1-96 expressly permits, later broaden that lease. Nor
was it unthinkable that the Land Board would not
blatantly violate 65-1-18 by later issuing a conflicting
lease on the property.
It was not the issuance of the lease in question with
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shale reserved that was the direct violation of 65-1-18
because that omission or error could have been readily
corrected by a subsequent, broader, lease as expressly
authorized by 65-1-96. It was, rather, the subsequent
leasing of the same property for "the same purpose" that
was so clearly violative of the statute. And no one con.
tends or can contend that the respondents did not act
very quickly when they learned that the State had determined, - not to amend by broadening the original
lease to include shale inasmuch as all of the embraced
hydrocarbon exploration was "for the same purpose" but to violate the prohibitions of the statute and go ahead
and issue a conflicting lease.
Had the question of why the respondents did not
take legal action immediately after they were issued the
lease in question with shale reserved ever been raised,
they could have (and could now) completely respond to
and answer the charge. The issue was never raised as
a bar; ergo, no responsive evidence was adduced. Had
the issue ever been raised as a bar, respondents would
have proffered (and do now proffer) the following evidence:
Mineral Lease 20963, the subject lease, was
issued by the State on October 7, 1963. The
respondents had been negotiating with officers
of Husky Oil Company for sometime previously, and finally entered into an agreement with
Husky Oil Company on March 2, 1964, wherein Husky began the acquisition of a number
of leases from the respondents, for development purposes. Final payment on the lease was

not made until February 18, 1969, when Husky
acquired full rights to the lease, pursuant to
the contract of March 2, 1964. However, the
record title to the lease was actually never transferred to Husky Oil Company on the books of
the State Land Board. However, the Land Board
had approved the Husky contract and the assignments of leases included in the contract. And as
a result, all notices concerning this lease and others
were sent to the respondents. The respondents
were merely serving as agents for Husky in carrying out Husky's instructions as to how to handle
the particular lease involved.
The respondents received notice from the State
Land Board that the lessee (ML 20963) had the
right to convert within sixty (60) days its bituminous sands lease to an oil, gas and hydrocarbon
lease (which was pursuant to Senate Bill 77, Section 65-1-96). Respondents notified Husky of the
State's notice to this effect. Husky in turn notified respondents of Husky's desire to accept the
conversion lease as it was written.
On April 22, 1969, the respondents, acting
as agents for Husky Oil Company, signed the
Oil, Gas and Hydrocarbon Lease, and sent it to
the State Land Office. The lease at that time
was actually owned by Husky Oil and respondents
were merely agents for Husky.
Husky relinquished all right, title and interest
in this particular lease to the respondents by letter
of September 18, 1959. Respondent<:; have maintained the lease since that time. The lease was
assigned to Utah Resources International, Inc. on
January 5, 1970.
The original issuance of the conversion lease may or
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may not have been violative of the statute, provided the
Board thereafter converted it to a single hydrocarbon
lease including shale. It is entirely plausible - and factually corrE:ct - to conclude that the respondents did not
take immediate action against the Land Board on the
subject lease because they believed that the reserved
shale would thereafter be included in a later-issued "conversion" lease, a procedure expressly authorized by the
legislature. (See 65-1-96.) Respondents were not, contrary to the statements in the opinion of September 30th,
put on notice nor did they waive nor are they estopped.
To conclude otherwise is to attempt to read into the record facts which do not exist. Certainly, it is as plausible
to conclude that the respondents accepted the lease on
the reasonable asswnption that when the Board had completed its regulations pertaining to oil shale that a "conversion lease" would be issued to them with the shale
included, as that the respondents failed to timely assert
their rights. There is no question that respondents moved
quickly (within 30 days), immediately after they found
out that the Board proposed to issue a conflicting lease.
POINT IV.
THE "SAME MINERAL" QUESTION IS NOT
GERMANE TO THE ISSUES BEFORE THE
COURT.
The issue which seems to have troubled the Court
is whether or not oil from shale and oil from liquid pools
is the same mineral. (Item II of the Opinion.) The
September 30th opinion quotes a Colorado School tJf
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Mines report to the effect that there is a difference.
Respondents have never to date and do not nmv question
that there are chemical and physical differences between
and among all of the hydrocarbons: Some are solids,
some are semi-solids, some are liquids, some are gases.
On this point there is no dispute. But are they the same
minerals? Actually, Dr. Christiansen testified that technically none is a true mineral. The hydrocarbons are organic compounds, and vary in molecular structure, depending upon their degree of viscosity or volatility. Thus,
the question of the "same mineral", for purposes of construing the subject statute, is wholly beside the point.
The key, crucial, dispositive facts are these:
A. The statute prohibits two hydrocarbon leases
for the "same purpose" on the same land; and
B. No one, at any time, in this case, in this record, in any text or argwnent, has argued or can
argue otherwise: The only, sole and exclusive
purpose of an oil slzale lease is production of
oil and gas; and
C. No one, at any time, in this case, in this record,
in any text or argwnent, has argued or can
argue, otherwise: The only sole and exclusive
purpose of an oil, gas and hydrocarbon lease
is production of oil and gas; and

D. No one, at any time, in this case, in this record,
in any text or argwnent, has argued or can
argue, otherwise: No one can produce oil and
gas from slzale "in situ" in Utah at depths
ranging to 7,000 feet, without a certainty of
conflict with any other oil, gas and hydrocarbon lessee on the same property.
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POINT V.
THE 0 PIN I 0 N OF SEPTEMBER 30TH
DOES NOT REACH THE CRUCIAL ISSUE
OF THE CASE, NOR THE ISSUE PRESENTED IN RESPONDENTS' PRAYER FOR
DECLARATORY JUDGMENT RELIEF,
VIZ., THE LEGISLATIVE INTENT EMBODIED IN 65-1-18.
The opinion of September 30th seems to be bottomed
in important part on two circumstances. These are,
(1) that respondents, by accepting the lease in the case
at bar, with oil shale excluded, cannot now be heard to
challenge the authority of the Land Board to issue a
conflicting lease; and (2) that the bi'ief of the respondents in the 1968 Morgan decision contained a statement
concerning the identity of oil derived from shale and oil
derived from liquid pools.
Each of these two circumstances is considered separately herein and, it is respectfully submitted, neither
should form the basis of the Court's decision in this action
because neither is really germane to the extremely important issue before the Court which is:
What is the proper interpretation of Senate Bill
77 (65-1-18 and 65-1-96) particularly as to the
right of the Land Board to issue more than one
outstanding hydrocarbon lease on the same property if the purpose is the same, i. e., production of
oil and gas?
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Respondents specifically and with
prayed
in their complaint herein for declaratory relief. The trial
court made and entered specific and particularized findings respecting the meaning, interpretation, scope and
limitation, created by the statute. The opinion of September 30, 1971, does not reach this issue at all. Whatever vveight should be accorded the two circumst.ance8
noted above, and the ad hominum reasoning which the
Court then adopts, the unfortunate result of basing the
decision thereon is that the construction of 65-1-18 which has enormoous significance to the future of oil
shale (and, indeed, all petroleum) development in Utah
- is narrowly construed vis-a-vis these respondents without account being taken of the impact of the decision on
the State's future revenues and Utah's petroleum industry. That is to say, anyone not agreeing (see Appendix B)
with the conclusion that the Land Board may issue lease
on top of lease could plausibly argue that the instant
opinion was intended to be limited strictly to the specific
facts and hence has no significance in construing the
statute under other, different, circwnstances.
Accordingly, respondents seek the opportunity to
present to the Court and urge upon the Court a broader
examination of the statute which would have significance
beyond the parties involved and to have the court determine the meaning of the statute.
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POINT VI.
IN VIEW OF THE TESTIMONY OF THE
EXPERT WITNESSES IN THIS CASE AND
THE FINDINGS OF THE TRIAL COURT A
STATEMENT APPEARING IN A BRIEF OF
THE RESPONDENTS IN 1968 SHOULD NOT
BE CONSIDERED AS A BASIS FOR THE
HOLDING IN THIS CASE.
As the testimony of the experts made clear in this
case, there have been great strides made within the last
few years and even months in the understanding of the
chemistry and technology of oil shale. The record contains testimony concerning the atomic composition variables between and among the several hydrocarbons. The
several hydrocarbons are identifiable by means of sophisticated tests. Through slightly different arrangement of
the hydrogen and carbon molecules - which are the building blocks of every hydrocarbon - they may vary from
solid, to semi-solid, to liquid to gas. But are these chemistry facts really of the slightest relevance to a determination of the "same purpose" test of the statute? There
simply is no dispute, nor can there be any, that the
development of oil from shale, from bituminous sands,
steam-flooding or from liquid pools is precisely and always
the "same purpose" and that purpose is production of oil
and gas. Every expert witness so testified.
The statement, taken by the Court from the brief in
the earlier Morgan decision, is not only irrelevant, its
recitation as a basis for the decision now is harsh indeed.
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The simple tact is that respondents and their counsel,
and the entire industry as well, have gHined a great deal
of additional knowledge about oil
from oil shale
and about the shale itself just in the past several years.
Court is incolTect. It is
The statement quoted by
outdated. And it should not be considered as a basis
for the decision now.

POINT VIL
REVENUES TO THE UNIFORM SCHOOL
FUND FROM OIL PRODUCTION WILL BE
GENERATED ONLY IF THE PETROLEUM
INDUSTRY FEELS SECURE IN INVESTING ENORMOUS SUMS IN EXPLORATION
AND DEVELOPMENT ON STATE LANDS;
THE INDUSTRY CANNOT AND WILL NOT
INVEST SUCH SUMS WHILE THE POSSIBILITY - INDEED, CERTAINTY - OF
CONFLICT EXISTS.
The opinion of September 30th permits the Land
Board to continue to issue several types of hydrocarbon
leases on the same land even though the purpose is for
the production of oil and gas. It is academic whether oil
from oil shale is the "same mineral" as oil from bituminous sands or from liquid pools, because the statute does
not employ the "same mineral" test (this was the test
applied by this Court in the 1968 Morgan case), but
rather prohibits such hydrocarbon leases if they are "for
the same purpose." Can there really be any doubt - any
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at all - that the production of oil from an oil, gas and
hydrocarbon lease is for the same purpose as the production of oil from an oil shale lease? Can there really be
any doubt - any at all - that serious, perhaps fat.al,
conflicts will arise between an oil shale lessee and a liquid
pool lessee if the leases are on the same land? The trial
court thought so. Both the expert witnesses thought so.
And the spokesmen for the industry think so. Representative Stanford Darger of Salt Lake County sent a letter
of inquiry to a number of petroleum companies and interested associations when the proposed amendments to the
subject statute were before the Utah legislature earlier
this year. The response was overwhelmingly in favor of
a no-conflict, single lease policy. Certain of the letters of
response have been made available to respondents and are
attached hereto as Appendix B. (It should be stated to
the Court that Representative Darger has no financial or
other interest in the respondents, by stockholding, agreement or otherwise, and merely solicited the views of the
industry when H.B. 359 was before the 1971 legislature.)
Clearly, the industry must be stunned by the September
30th opinion in this case. The industry has the ready
expedient of seeking petroleum reserves in other states.
But the. loss of income and revenues to Utah is irreparable. The appellants have argued - evidently, effectively - that the State will benefit from a lease-on-topof-lease program. And the State will - in the very short
term. But without actual production, (as distinguished
from the short-term income from lease payments on speculative acquisition), the State can never realize the enor-
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mous potential of gross royalty payment on petroleum
actually produced. That loss to Utah is the tragedy of
the Land Board's conflict policy and of the September
:mth opinion.

POINT VIII.
THE INTENT OF THE LEGISLATURE AND
THE OIL INDUSTRY WAS TO ELIMINATE
CONFLICTS AND DID SO BY 65-1-18; THE
INSTANT OPINION DESTROYS THAT INTENT AND THAT EFFORT TO THE DETRIMENT OF THE STATE.
Beginning with the Mineral Leasing Act of 1959, the
State adopted the practice of issuing separate fomlS of
hydrocarbons leases, including "bituminous sands" leases,
regular "oil and gas" leases, and later on, "oil shale" leases,
all on the same lands. The oil industry began t.o voice
concern about this practice even before 1965, because new
techniques were beginning to come into practice, partk'Ularly regarding "in situ" recovery of oil, and it became
obvious that if two lessees, operating on the same land,
were to try to recover the hydrocarbon as oil and gas,
that conflicts would surely result therefrom, and that
the best interests of the State and industry could not be
served by issuing two such leases, and that the best interests of the S'tate and industry could only be served by
adopting a single form of hydrocarbon lease, if the purpose
was the production of oil and gas.
The State Land Board therefore called a hearing of
the entire oil industry on August 17, 1965. Perhaps this
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was the first time in the history of the State that the
entire oil industry was invited to a hearing to expre: s
its opinion as to the kind of leasing Utah should adopt.
There is really a great deal of logic in asking the opinion
of the oil industry as to the kind of lease it desires ,
because it is the oil industry which will make the invest.
ment and take the risk of trying to find and recover the
oil from Utah lands.

It was the consensus of that 1965 hearing that Utah
should adopt a single form of hydrocarbon lease - if the
purpose was the production of oil and gas - in order to
eliminate conflicts in the leasing procedures in the State,
and so that the oil industry could proceed to development,
with the full knowledge and assurance that no one with
another hydrocarbon lease would or could claim the oil
which a particular lessee had developed.
Thus the unanimous adoption of Senate Bill 77 by
the Utah House and Senate in 1967. It is true, there was
some discussion as to whether "oil shale" and "coal"
should be excluded, and that separate leases should be
issued for these substances. And in fact, the Director
of the Land Board gave a speech on the Senate Floer,
suggesting that coal and oil shale be leased separately.
But when the Bill was finally put together and pas:ced
by both Houses, some 30 days later, there was no exclu·
sion for coal and oil shale. Furthermore, two general sessions of the legislature and two special sessions have been
held since this time. Efforts were made to change 65-1-18
so as to permit separate leasing, and we have seen the at-
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tempt made by the Land Board to completely emasculate
65-1-18, by eliminating the oil, gas and hydrocarbon lease,
and substituting in its place the right of the Land Board
to issue any kind of lease it so desired and wiping out the
"same purpose" doctrine, prohibiting the issuance of more
than one lease for the same purpose on the same land.
Yet, even with this effort, 65-1-18 remains the same as it
was enacted into law in 1967.
But the September 30th opinion effectively destroys
the intent of the 1967 legislature which provided unequivocally that if the substance to be recovered was a
hydrocarbon, and the purpose for its recovery was to produce oil and gas, then it was unlawful to put one lease
on top of the other.

POINT IX.
THE MULTIPLE USE DOCTRINE AS ANNOUNCED IN 65-1-18 HAS REFERENCE
TO MINERALS NOT IN CONFLICT WITH
EACH OTHER.
The argument is made that inasmuch as the doctrine
of "Multiple Use" is specifically referred to in 65-1-18,
that it permits the issuance of more than one kind of oil
lease on the same lands. The pertinent part of the statute
(65-1-18) reads as follows:
"In furtherance of the principle of multiple use
of state lands, the land board may grant a lease
for the prospecting, exploration, development and
production of any mineral notwithstanding the
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issuance of other lease or leases on the same land
for other minerals, and shall include in such lease
suitable stipulations for simultaneous operation.
The Board shall not issue more than one outstand.
ing lease for the same purpose on the same land."
There is no question, the legislature intended to assert
the principle of "multiple use" of state lands, for the recovery of minerals which are not in conflict with each
other. Thus, for example, uranium may be recovered separately from oil and gas production on the same land,
under a metalliferous minerals lease, and the issuance
of two leases, one on top of the other, on the same land,
would not be in violation of the 65-1-18 prohibition. The
recovery of one would not interfere with the recovery of
the other. And it was the intent of the legislature that
separate recovery operations be conducted for each separate mineral.
The fundamental question before this Court is
whether there is a basic or potential conflict between the
recovery of the regular oil and gas and oil and gas from
oil shale. If there are no basic or potential conflicts in
the recovery of these substances, respondents have no
justification to be in court.
But if there is a basic or a potential conflict between
the recovery of these substances, then the purposes of
Senate Bill 77, enacted by the State Legislature to pre·
vent conflicts in the leasing of State Lands, are really
being thwarted by the decision of September 30th because
that decision permits the issuance of oil shale leases over
the top of oil, gas and hydrocarbon leases. The whole

pw'Pose for the adoption of Senate Bill 77 was to eliminate conflicts in leasing and to announce to the oil industry,
and all other interested parties, that Utah was trying to
encourage investment and exploration on Utah Lands and not hinder the development of the oil, gas and hydrocarbon resources of our State by issuing separate conflicting leases.
Whether there is a basic or potential conflict between
the recovery of regular oil and gas deposits and oil from
shale reserves, is dependent upon the manner in which
these hydrocarbons were laid down in the earth, and
whether these substances can be recovered without conflicting one with the other.

POINT X.
A KNOWLEDGE OF THE GEOLOGY OF
THE UINTAH BASIN IS NECESSARY TO
UNDERSTAND WHY BASIC CONFLICTS
RESULT IN ATTEMPTING TO PRODUCE
OIL AND GAS FROM SHALE AND OIL AND
GAS FROM REGULAR OIL DEPOSITS.
The Uintah Basin of eastern Utah consists of some
5,000,000 acres of land, which contains huge reserves of
hydrocarbons, located primarily in the Green River formation, and to some extent in the upper Wasatch formation (located immediately below the Green River). These
formations come to the surface around the edges of the
Basin, and some hydrocarbons can be observed. But the
vast reserves of these hydrocarbons, including regular oil
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and gas, oil shale, bituminous sands, etc., are located deep
in the heart of the Basin, between 1,000 and 7,000 feet
below the surface of the earth. How do we know this?
By the core holes and the drill holes, which have been
taken and reported to the USGS and the Bureau of
Mines, and by actual production which is taking place.
These hydrocarbons vary from gas, to liquid, to semi.
solid, to solid hydrocarbons. Sometimes these hydrocar.
hons are so tied up in. the hard rock that they will not
produce by themselves. It requires artificial heat and
pressure - sometimes in great amounts - to gain recovery of these hydrocarbons. The Uintah Basin is particularly noted for its huge reserves of heavy and solid
hydrocarbons, But the vast reserves of these hydrocarbons, including the regular oil and gas reserves, are located in the heart of the Basin between 1,000 and 7,fiJJ
feet below the surface. It is estimated there are more
than 500,000,000 barrels of oil per square mile, contained
in the oil shale alone. It is significant that these hydro·
carbon reserves are located in close proximity to each
other in the Green River formation and upper Wasatch.
If new techniques and special skills - especially with
extreme heat and pressure injections - are applied W
these solid or semi-solid hydrocarbons, for the purpose of
loosening up and heating these hydrocarbons so that they
can run like liquid, or forced up the production hole in the
form of hydrocarbon gases, there is no way of separating
one substance from another. This approach is known as
the "in situ" recovery of oil and gas from the basic hydro·
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carbon accumulations. Shell Oil Company and Pan
American Petroleum Corporation have had great success
in recovering heavy oil with this kind of process. It is a
great goal of the federal government as well as of privat.e
industry, that this type of recovery can be accomplished
with oil shale because it elimi1iates the environmental
and pollution problems on the surface. A certain degree
of success has already been achieved by the Bureau of
Mines in recovery of oil from oil shale "in situ." Privat.e
industry, particularly Shell Oil Company, is heavily involved in developing this kind of research at the present
time.
It is absolutely inevitable, however, that when these

vast reserves of oil from oil shale - which are intermingled so closely with the regular oil and gas reserves are to be recovered, that conflict will result in this operation, if there is more than one hydrocarbon lease located
on the same ground - for the same purpose - i.e., for
the recovery of oil and gas.
This is why the policy was announced in the 1967
legislature that Utah would no longer issue separate
leases for the production of oil and gas. Rather, the policy
was to be that a new form of lease - an oil, gas and hydrocarbon lease - would be issued if the purpose was the
recovery of oil and gas.
A unanimous Supreme Court sustained and supported
this very same policy in 1968 when it said of the 1967
legislature: "The Legislature int.ended and did adopt

the policy of allowing but one lease for the recovery of
oil from any particular tract of public land."
POINT XI.
RESPONDENTS SINCE 1950 HAVE BEEN
INVOLVED IN A SUSTAINED EFFORT TO
GAIN SUBSTANTIAL HYDROCARBON DEVELOPMENT IN THE HEART OF THE
UINTAH BASIN, AND HAVE LEARNED
FROM EXPERIENCE THAT IT IS UNWISE,
ILLOGICAL AND WHOLLY UNWORKABLE
TO ISSUE MORE THAN ONE HYDROCARBON LEASE FOR THE PRODUCTION OF
OIL AND GAS ON THE SAME LANDS.
Respondents first began acquiring regular oil and
gas leases in the Basin in 1950, and were successful in
negotiating a contract with General Petroleum Corporation (Mobil Oil Corporation). These leases have been
re-negotiated several times, and many of them are owned
by Coastal States Natural Gas Company. In 1963, bituminous sands leases were issued to respondents, and respondents in turn negotiated a contract with Gulf Oil
Corporation for the sale of a great many of these leases.
Respondents also acquired a great many oil shale leases
in the same general area, and were successful in working
out a contract with Shell Oil Company on the oil shale
leases. This is in an area of very substantial reserves of
shale oil and pipeline gas in the oil shale. No doubt it
will take a tremendous amount of heat and pressure to
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convert this oil shale into oil and pipeline gas. It is obvious that if any substantial volume of oil and gas were
to be produced from this area with extreme heat and
pressure application, that conflicts would immediately result with the bituminous sands lessee and the oil and gas
lessee, and it would be impossible to determine whose oil
and gas belonged to whom. It was because of this kind
of a situation, that Senate Bill 77, including 65-1-18 and
65-1-96 was enacted into law. It was to eliminate the
conflicts in leasing, and adopt a new form of lease - the
oil, gas and hydrocarbon lease. And it provided a method
by which separate leases could be converted into the new
form of oil, gas and hydrocarbon lease.

POINT XII.
SENATE BILL 77 (65-1-18) PROVIDED FOR
A WHOLE NEW LEASE - AN OIL, GAS
AND HYDROCARBON LEASE - AND ALSO PROVIDED FOR A METHOD BY WHICH
OTHER HYDROCARBON LEASES MIGHT
BE CONVERTED TO THIS OIL, GAS AND
HYDROCARBON LEASE - (65-1-96) - IN
ORDER TO ELIMINATE CONFLICTS.
For emphasis again we quote 65-1-18 and 65-1-96:
(65-1-18) "The state land board may issue mineral leases including without limitation oil, gas
and hydrocarbon leases for prospecting, exploring,
developing, and producing minerals covering any
portions of the state lands. In furtherance of the
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principle of multiple use of state lands, the land
board may grant a lease for the prospecting, ex.
ploration, development and production of any min.
eral notwithstanding the issuance of other lease or
leases on the same land for other minerals, and
shall include in such lease suitable stipulations for
simultaneous operation. The board shall not issue
more than one outstanding lease for the same purpose on the same land." (Emphasis added.)
(65-1-96) "All mineral leases issued by the land
board prior to the effective date of this act and
in good standing on such date shall continue for

the term specified therein and shall be subject to
the conditions and provisions contained therein;
provided, however, the land board may permit
such lessees to convert such existing leases to the
form of lease which shall be adopted by the land
board pursuant to authority contained in this act,
such conversion to be in accordance with rules
and regulations promulgated by the land board."
(Emphasis added.)
The above quoted paragraphs are the backbone of
Senate Bill 77. After long hearings in which the oil industry suggestions were sought and put into effect this
was the new authority for hydrocarbon leasing in the
State of Utah. It is significant, too, that all authority
for the land board to issue any other kind of oil lease was
repealed. The whole idea was to recognize the problem
before the oil industry and before the State of Utah. The
problem was one of growing conflicts in leasing. Senate
Bill 77 was enacted for the purpose of finding a solution
to these conflicts, by providing for a single form of hydro·
carbon lease, if the purpose was the production of oil and
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gas. But the legislature also provided a way by which

this procedure could be accomplished. Thus, it wisely
permitted the separate partial leases to be converted (651-96) to the single form of hydrocarbon lease - the oil,
gas and hydrocarbon lease.
CONCLUSION
For the foregoing reasons, respondents respectfully
petition the Court for a rehearing whereat these important
contentions can be more fully and adequately presented
and supported.
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 12th day of
November, 1971.

Adam M. Duncan
Attorney for Plaintiffs and
Respondents
926 Kennecott Building
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111

APPENDIX A.

1971
GENERAL SESSION
H.B.

1

No.

359

AN ACT AMENDING SECTION 65-1-18, UTAH CODE ANNOTATED 1953, AS AMENDED

2

BY CHAPTER 132, LAWS OF UTAH 1959, AS AMENDED BY CHAPTER 183,

3

LAWS OF UTAH 1967; RELATING TO LEASING OF STATE LANDS FOR

4

MINERALS; PROVIDING FOR ISSUANCE OF MINERAL LEASES ON STATE

5

LANDS FOR SEPARATE MINERALS OR A COMBINATION OF MINERALS

6

DESPITE THE SIMILARITY OR IDENTITY OF THE END PRODUCT;

7

PROVIDING FOR SIMULTANEOUS OPERATIONS ON THE SAME LANDS; AND

8

PROVIDING AN EFFECTIVE DATE.
Be it enacted by the LegisZature of the State of Utah:

Section 1. Section 65-1-18, Utah Code Annotated 1953, as

1
2

amended by Chapter 132, Laws of Utah 1959, as an-ended by Chapter 183,

3

Laws of Utah 1967, is amended to read:

65-1-18. The divisions of state [taRa-eeafe] lands may issue

4
5

mineral leases

6

+eases] for prospecting, exploring, developing, and producing minerals

7

covering any portions of the state lands or the reserved mineral

8

interests in state lands.

9

use of state lands the [+aRa-eeafa] division may [§faAt] issue a lease

In furtherance of the principle of multiple

10

for the prospecting, exploration, development.!... and production of any

11

mineral notwithstanding the issuance

12

the same lands for other minerals [J] l. and the board of state lands

13

shall (

14

simultaneous operation on tr,e same lunds ___

other lease or leases on
rrovide for
t: 2

anc'.

recL,lJ"L.,L,r;s

b/ it and in

r111nercl

leC1ses to bo issued by the division.

2
3

The

division may issue a single mineral lease

4

covering a combiniltion of minerals on the same lands where the board

5

deems that this combination is desirable and proper, and in this manner

6

may grant a single lease covering oil and gas, bituminous sands,

7

asphaltic or tar sands, other designated hydrocarbons, and any other

8

minerals, the number and identity of minerals covered to be determined

9

by the board; or the division may, if the board deems othen-lise,

10

issue separate leases on the same lands for each mineral irrespective

11

of the similarity or identity of the end product from the separate

12

mineral deposits.

13

shall contain such termsand provisions as the board deems to be in the

14

best interest of the state and shall provide for such annual rental

15

and for such royalty as the [taAa] board shall deem fair and in the

16

best interest of the state

17

be less than [H·fty-eeAts] $.50 per acre per [aRFH:im] year nor more

18

than

19

shall not exceed 12 1/2% of the gross value of the product at the

20

point of shipment from the leased

21

any year shall be credited against the royalties as they accrue for the

22

year.

23

provide..!.. but such leases shall in no event be for a term of less

24

than ten years and so long thereafter as the mineral is produced in

25

paying quantities or the lessee pays a minimum royalty as prescribed

26

by the [+aAa] board.

27

such fonns as the [taAa] board shall prescribe.

?Q

All mineral leases issued by the

division

but the annual rental shall not

$1.00 per acre per

year, and the royalty
lands.

The rental paid for

Mineral leases shall run for such term as the board shall

2.

Applications for mineral leases shall be on
This act shall take effect upon approval.

MANAGEMENT AND FISCAL ANALYSIS
H. B. 11359

None Required

OFFICE OF THE LEGISLATIVE ANALYST

l

promulgated by it and in uny mineral leases to be issued by the division.

2

The division may issue a single mineral lease

3
4

covering a combination of minerals on the same lands where the board

5

deems that this combination is desirable and proper, and in this manner

6

may grant a single lease covering oil and gas, bituminous sands,

7

asphaltic or tar sands, other designated hydrocarbons, and any other

8

minerals, the number and identity of minerals covered to be determined

9

by the board; or the division may, if the board deems otherwise,

10

issue separate leases on the same lands for each mineral irrespective

11

of the similarity or identity of the end product from the separate

12

mineral deposits.

13

shall contain such termsand provisions as the board deems to be in the

All mineral leases issued by the

division

APPENDIX B.

Union Oil Company of Cal1lorn1a
Union Oil Center. Los Angeles, Cal1forn1a 90017

Fred L. Hartley

Prft1oen1

March 30, 1971

The Honorable Stanford P. Darger
House of Representatives
State of Utah
818 - 17th Avenue
Salt Lake City, Utah 84103

Dear Mr. Darger:
Reference is made to your letter of March 17, 1971, inquiring
as to Union's views on how leasing should be handled in Utah.
Union is a strong advocate for multiple development and use of
natural resources.
In the case of hydrocarbons in the solid or
liquid state occurring on the same tract of land, Union feels
that the optimum development of these resources can only be con·
ducted under the single form lease. We have had experience in
this field and have found that the multiform creates conflicts
that are not susceptible to an easy solution. This is expeciali:
true in those instances where the hydrocarbons may be in different states (liquid or solid) in essentially the same forrnatk
in close proximity. The expanding techniques in hydrocarbon re·
covery renders i t virtually impossible to determine beforehand
exactly what techniques may be utilized for the recovery of the
hydrocarbon substances. For example, the hydrocarbons en trainee
in bitwninous sands or oil shale may be subjected to in situ
combustion and recovered by conventional means, i.e., we TIS:" lie
therefore feel that the single form lease is the '"best vehicle tc
encourage exploration and for subsequent development of hydrocarbons.
Union Oil Company, as you know, has a considerable interest in
oil operations in Utah and in the future of the industry in yw_
State. We are most appreciative of being extended the opportun.
to express our views on this subject.

<.:::::._.//u J

SHELL OIL COMPANY
50 WEST 501h STREET
NEW YORK, N. Y

10020

April 15, 1971

:;onoruble Stanley P. Darger
'::'-17th Avenue
:alt Lake City, Utah 84103
:ear Representative Darger:
Reference is made to your letter of March 18, 1971, concerning
lease procedures on State lands. Shell participated in the industry
which preceded the chan!:"es in leasing procedures in 1967 and has
with interest the litigation which has subsequently ensued.
We share your vie.i.r that elimination of conflicts must preceae
::,e sutstP.ntial inv<>st:::ents which will be ne C:ed to ins•1re mineral
n'1
1.2.;id.s. We n.re giving the rr:attcr careful consideration
:.r.c appreciate your expression of interest.
0

Yours very truly,

,,

P. 0

BOX 360

CODY. WYO .. ING S(<

April 12, 1971

The Hon. Stanford P. Darger
House of Representatives
State of Utah
818-17th Avenue
Salt Lake City, Utah 84103
Dear Sir:
Husky's experience has always been that dual or multi-form
of oil leasing creates problems of operation that do not result in the me
economic recovery of the hydrocarbons present in that particular area
For that reason we favor, without question, the adoption by the State of
Utah of "(l)
The single form of oil lease, which would include
all hydrocarbons, if the purpose is the production of oil
and/or gas."
We appreciate your interest in the welfare of the oil industr:
and we share with you the conviction that the impact of hydrocarbon dis·
covery can be very beneficial to a state or a nation.
Sincerely yours,
'

GEN:va

[[fjusKj]

Glenn E. Nielson
Chairman of the Board

/

/

/·
l,__,

l,·

Po eox
f"ORT WORTH, TEXAS 78107

.or .. '

PLUMM!'.R, ,JR.

6 April 1971

CABLC:

The Honorable Stanford P. Darger
House of Representatives
State of Utah
818 - 17th Avenue
Salt Lake City, Utah 84103
Dear Representative Darger:
Smee Champlin Petroleum Company is charged with the responsibility
for all of Union Pacific's oil and gas operations, Mr. James H. Evans,
President of Union Pacific Corporation, has asked me to reply on his
behalf to your letter of 17 March 1971.
0

We very much appreciate your encouragement, and I am glad to be able
to tell you that Cha:mplin is currently active in oil
gas exploration
in your great state.
The matter as to whether the State Land Board of Utah has the authority
to issue one lease on oil and gas to be recovered by conventional drilling and producing operations and another lease on shale oil on the same
lands, is a matter which is presently before the Supreme Court of your
state. Until the judgment of the Court is final with respect to the
pending litigation, we believe we should withhold comment as to our
preference as to possible legislation pertaining to a single or multiple
purpose lease on oil and gas deposits.
I do, however, thank you for your courtesy and concern in giving us the
opportunity to submit comments on a matter which, as you so ably point
out, is of extreme importance to the oil industry and to the people of
the State of Utah.

RSP:glz
cc: Mr. James H. Evans

W. T. DLA CM DUR N
DICNVICR

CLUB

llUILDINO

Dl!:NVIE:"

Apri 1 12, 1 971

The Honorable Stanford P. Darger
State Representative
House of Representatives
State of Utah
Salt Lake City, Utah
Dear

Darger -

In response to your letter of March 19, 1971, in my opinic:
the creation and maintainance of a favorable climate for oc
exploration in the State of Utah is extreme! y imporfant.
Although I may be considered to be prejudiced in this matte·
it has been my observation over the years that most state;
have achieved the highest possible realization from minera.
resources by maintaining this position.
I feel tho.t the single form of a lease which would inch:dc
hydrocarbons and would best encourage exploration in the
State of Utah. I have found that the practice of putting leaH
on top of other leases would discou;age oil exploration by
creating complications and cause claims which would conii:,
matters.

If I can be of further service, please do not fail to call on
me.

Very truly yours,

W. T. Blackburn
WTB:p

r. .. . .

fi"l"J' , .. ,

L_ . ____. . ;,_. . . ,. .....__

•t 728 ·MIDLAND SAVINGS BUILOING

""UnCR

J
TELEPHONE

COl0RAOOB0202

!

30)

I

282 ",

')Q

t303• 24A.24!17

March 30, 1971

e; prcsentative Stanford P. Darger
818 - 17th Avenue
Lake City, Utah 84103
Jear Representative Darger:

Reference is made to your letter of March 19, 1971, inquiring

:f the State of Utah should change its current legislation to a dual

Jr multi-form of oil leasing for your State, or should you let remain
'.he single form of oil leasing, which includes oil shale.

It is my opinion that you should leave your legislation un2nd inc1'..1de oil shale in your Oil, Gas & Hydrocarbon Lease,
:Lea use, as you pointed out in your letter, most of the Hydrocarbons
;;e located in the same Green River Formation and future conflicts
•;o·Jld be avoided.

:y

I appreciate this opportunity to have had my views solicited
you, and hope I have been of service to you.
Yours very truly,

John R. Pepper

Texas

••1
ADOlllll•• 1u .. 1.v

March 31, 1971

The Honorable St&nford P. Darger
818 - 17th Avenue
Salt Lake City, Utah
84103
Sir:
Your letter of March 19, 1971 addressed to Loffland
Brothers Company bas been passed to Great Western for our study
and reply. Great Western is the owner of several leases in the
state of Utah. In the past we have drilled both wildcats and
producing wells. Aa a company operating producing leases in
several states ve would recommend to you that the state of Utah
continue the single form of oil lease, including all hydrocarbons,
if the purpose is the production of oil and/or gas.
Very truly yours,
GR.EAT WESTERN{

:.//'J:
President

JTH:JC

(TiOlEUM INVESTMENT AND RESEARCH
jA >:J, 1h Ninth Eo•t

•": ·"' City. Utah 84102

March 31, 1971

Representative Stanford P. Oarger
818 - 17th Avenue
Salt Lake City, Utah 84103
Dear Stan:
In response to your letter requesting infonnation on my
views regarding the handling of Utah State Oil and Gas lands,
I
favor the issuance of only one lease on lands for
oil and gas purposes regardless of the tvpe of hydrocarbon
produced from a lease,
The dual or multi-form of oil leasing creates conflicting land
problems and, in turn, retards development of our resources.

The first step in any positive exploration program is acquisition
of the land under consideration with good title rights. If a
company is interested enough to develop such a program, then
expediency of the proper acquisition rights is important. In many
cases, under the federal leasing system, land rights are extremely
hard to acquire and the exploration companies pass up good areas
because of the leasing difficulties involved.
The prime requisite for proper evaluation of State lands for
Hydrocarbon development is to have the land records in the simplest
form.
Persons advocating the multi-form leasing are, in many cases, selfinterest groups and want to retain their present rights. This type
of service to special interest groups by the State is not beneficial
to the oil industry involved in exploration and leasing activity
within the State of Utah.

(7-..

•' u,.

JO/co

0

!• CODE 801.

363-3941

TRUE Oil COMPANY
M. A. TltUR. -'•·
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_

DAAWUt 2H·

PAll'TN••

April 20, 1.971

¥1"Y:: ...

1a101

The Honorable Stanford P. Darger
808 - 17th Avenue
Salt Lake City, Utah 84103
Dear Representative Darger,
Thank you for your letter of March 19, soliciting
my comments on Utah State Leasing policies.
I believe that if Federal Oil Shale Leases for the
sole pvrpose of producing oil or gas had been incorporated
under the Federal Minerals Leasing Act of 1920 with
other Oil and Gas Leases, and therefore not withdrawn as
they wE.;re some thirty years ago, the oil shale industry wmi
be much more advanced now than it is presently. Jn view cf
this belief and the distinct possibility that oil and gas may
be produced from oil shale in the tuture through undergrour:
nuclear explosions, or other processes involving the recovery of oil and gas through well bores (rather than by str:c
or hard rock type mining),that a single lease on Utah State
Lands covering all oil and gas production would be more
atuned to the present shortage of petroleum, and would
provide for more progressive and meaningful development
in the future.

H. A.
hat;hh

t<ATl--IC>L

March 29, 1971
The Honorable Stanford P. Darger
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
State of Utah
Salt Lake City, Utah 84103
Dear Representative Stanford:
At the re q u es t of Ger a 1d J . Ka tho 1 , I ha v e g iv en you
my opinion on your question in your letter of March 19, 1971.
To avoid confusion and possibly disputes between companies on a s1ngle tract ot land dnd to mil1ntain 'simp1iclty
1n 011 and gas.leasing, the single form of oil leases is tne
only pract1ca1 approach.
Many smaller, aggressive oil companies are inclined to
stay out of areas where multi-form oil
is involved.
I hope this will be of some assistance to you.
Very truly yours,
AT OL PETROLEUM, INC.

c..'4::. f'.
•
L. Keane, Vice-President
Land and Exploration
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March 30, 1971

Representative Stanford P. Darger
818 17th Avenue
Salt Lake City, Utah 84103
Dear Representative Darger:
I feel your State was most wise when in 1967 it chose to adopt a single form
Oil, Gas and Hydrocarbon Lease covering State lands.
In oil and gas exploration we are seldom if ever able to identify the form
in which the hydrocarbon may be in its natural state. Jn my opinion " 'inale
form lease provides protection for exploration investment by allowing the
explorer to obtain the fruits of his labor 1·1hetner the hydrocarbon be as ar
oil reservoir, gas reservoir or solid substance or a combination. I would
personally hate to see Utah change back to a system which resulted in conflic:o
I appreciate your inquiry and please excuse the delay in my answer.
Yours very truly,

ENL/oo

Suilr ;,2;, - First :\'dlionol Tower • l'.O. Box l'ltJ(, • !'I.one (:i07) 23·1-fil)I).) • Cosprr,

'"

AMA>=

PETROLEUM

CORPORATION

r1RST NATIONAL BAN" BUILDING, ENGLEWOOQ, COLORADO 80110, 1.3031 1e1

_..

• L PA•ll

April 14, 1971

1r. Stanford P. Darger, State Representative
louse of Representatives
.ute of Utah
lilt Lake City, Utah

lear Mr. Darger:
Thank you for·ycur letter of March 19, 1971, relative to
leasing of hydrocarbons in the State of Utah.
AMAX Petroleum Corporation, though not.active in Utah at
present time, has always had an interest in the mineral
levelopment of your state and will continue to evaluate developlents as they materialize.
We are of the opinion th.at
for oil/gas should be
l&ndled on, what you term, "the single form of oil lease, n which
include all hydrocarbons as they relate to Qilh the production
>foil or gas.
It has been our experience, in other states, that
leasing of either oil/gas, or geological zone stipulations
in unnecessary expense to the lessee in curing title and
llltential monetary delay in securing the primary objective of an
Ill exploration company i.e. drilling for said hydrocarbons.
We trust our views will serve your concern and we would
lppreciate your advising AMAX as to your conclusions in this matter.
Thank you.
Yours truly,

_ __,L. ••
Lloyd L. Parks

MAJOR, GIEBEL &
a
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May 7, 1971

Representative Stanford P. Darger
House of Representatives
State of Utah
Salt Lake City, Utah
Dear Representative Darger:
We appreciate your Inquiry of March 19, 1971, concerning lease forms
in the State of Utah.
Prior to replying I have taken time to inquire of our own attorneys, whose
experience has been in Texas, New Mexico, and other border States, in
order to try to evaluate more accurately the question that you asked. It
is my opinion, and tha:t shared by those of whom I have made this Inquiry,
that the single form of oil lease would be the most desirable for both yourselves and from the standpoint of the operator.
I hope this will serve to assist you to some degree, as I assure you it represents the experience of a number of people for a long period of time who
have had to deal directly with these problems.
Best wishes to you in whatever course you elect to follow and if we can be
of further assistance, please advise.
Yours very truly,
MAJOR, GIEBEL & FORSTER

ROM/es

--Tut:
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April 14, 1971

i ve Stanford P. Darger
•IS .cc\·rnteenth Avenue
;alt Lake City, Utah 84103

:'t'H Mr. Darger:
I have been asked to respond to your letter of March 19, 1971,
..
to Mr. Ford M. Graham, in connection with your inquiry
"'to the most feasible form of lease that should be utilized in
lrJsing Utah state lands.
Jn your letter you speak of dual or multi-form of oil and gas
.ras1ng in which several leases may over lap each other even though
:hr r1utual purpose is· the recovery of oi 1 and/or gas.
I assume you
Jlt' refering tu one lease covering oil shale,
found at shallo1.;cr
'epths,and possible another oil and gas lease covering deeper hori:ons both encompassing the same lands.
Our experience and knowledge in your particular state is very
'imi tc<l, hohever, we have found through pr at ical experience by
-ea ns of o i 1 sh a 1 e opera t ions in other states that such form of du a 1
1wuld not be compatable.
\\'e feel that in order to avoid
.onflicts in leasing and to make your state lands more attractive
'•) thr oil industry that a single form of oil lease, covering all
"drocJrhons is recom1J1ended.
We appreciate the opportunity to express our views and wish
.;u and your find state the greatest success in these endeavors.

Richard A.
Landman

;_\L /"'b

Lindermanis
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April 8, 1971
Hon. Stanford P. Darger
House of Representatives
State of Utah
818 - 17th Avenue
Salt Lake City, Utah 84103
Dear Mr. Darger:
Your letter of March 17, 1971 to Mr. Augustus
with rei;pect to the form of oil, gas and hydrocarbon lease on State of Utah Lands, has been referred to
the undersigned for handling.
We appreciate your concern
as a member of the Utah House of Representatives as to
the best way to encourage natural resource development in
your state_

C. Long,

In our view, the single form of oil, qas and
hydrocarbon lease is preferable.
we favored the 1967
legislation you mentioned which resulted in its adoption.
It has eliminated problems which could have arisen relilti·:c
to production of oil or gas from bituminous sands and
oil producing formations on the same lands.
The question
of whether oil shale is included under that form of lease
is, we understand, under
by the Supreme
Court of Utah.
I hope that our reply will be of help in your
consideration of the problem.
Very truly yours,
·- . )
.

LWF-fh

l C
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..oco

Amoco Production Company
Amoco Building
p 0 Bo·
Tulsa Oklahoma 7 4 102

April6, 1971

1,

:"·c.orable Stanford P. Darger

""' ·f Representatives, State of Utah
' - . ;th AvrnuP

.. : • a(e City, Utah

8410 3

I appreciate your letter of March 19, 1971, inviting our views
leasing of Utah State land.
Mr. R. C. Gunness, Presi,,. 1: Standard Oil Company (Indiana), our parent company, receiTed
o.:-.:ar letter from you and asked me to reply for him.

"--'·"·'"g the

Effective February 1, 1971, the name of Pan American Petroleum
c··rat1on was changed to Amoco Production Company.
We are in agreen1ent with the 1965 consensus of the oil industry
···-.,State should issue a single lease covering oil, gas
other
rc:::ar'Jons and should not issue dual or multi-form leases for oil and
11 :.:p·'5es on a particular tract of land at any given time.
This coK :,; "-:lh tne general industry practice of obtaining broad hydrocarbon
>""';e leases on fee lands.
An operator expending time and money in
.:.:.,exploratory and drilling operations should be entitled to own
L '""";op the oil, gas and all other hydrocarbons which result therey-.

A •inglc lease will avoid conflicts which would occur if multiple
uil and gas leases dependent on the means or manner of proccd the initial source of supply be issued at the same time covering
' --·:.cai tract of land. You are probably familiar with litigation which
11
'''ec place in Utah concerning conflicts between oil and gas leases and
·;.c "''d bituminous sands leases. This Jit1gat1on serves to confirm
1
' : "t:o:i that only one "oil and gas" lease should issue on a tract of
:
"'·) pvcn time and that such lease should include oil, gas and all
·.. arocarbons.
j, - : ·:c

THE

ANACONDA COMPANY
BROAD\\'AY, :-.:E\\. YOHK. :-.;. Y..1000 I

Vrcs

Al'lfD

Sr.cRETAWr

April 1,

1 _.

Mr. Stanford P. Darger
State Representative
House of Representatives
Salt Lake Ci'ty, Utah
Dear Mr. Darger:
In reply to your recent letter regarding the forr: ::
hydrocarbon leases, I had occasion to work on this problem
years ago when practising law in Utah. It appeared at thot '.::
that the hydrocarbon content of bituminous sands was simpl; , ...
viscosity oil, and great confusion existed from issuing separz-oil and gas leases and bituminous sands leases for the same 11:.c:
In my judgment, a single form of oil lease which would inclu:c _
hydrocarbons, ex cent perh'l.ps coal, woula be in order if the r_::.
was for the -produc·.ion of oil or gas.
Coal can be easily distinguished from liquid oil ar.:
gas, t>i tuminous sands, gilsoni te, 0il shale or other
and, therefore, could be covered by a separate lease.
The problem with the single form is" that extractior. ··.
mining methods should have different treatment than extractior. .
conventional oil and gas drilling and pumping. Tradi tionall.J,
gross royalties on mine production are lower and calculated er.:
much different basis than royalties on production of liquid oi:
and gas. These differences should be recognized in the lease.
are other provisions that perhaps should be different in the e·.,·
of mining as contrasted to drilling. If these things are taker. consideration, the concept of a single form of oil lease shou.l:.
many problems.
Yours truly,

Diamond Shamrock Corporation
FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING. POST OFFICE BOX 631. AMARILLO. TEXAS 79105

April 7, 1971

,.oc•rablc Stanford P. Darger
etS 17th Avenue

'alt Lake City, Utah

84103

)>ar Hr. Darger:

I have heen asked to respond on behalf of our company to your letter of

•.arch 19 directed to our President, Mr. J. A. Hughes, wherein you ask

:er views as to how leasing should be handled in Utah.

,, 1a·:or a system under which one lease would be issued for oil and gas
:crurring as such and a different lease would be issued covering oil
'"lie. The means of recovering the two hydrocarbons are different, and
:c our experience the richer oil shales are generally separated from
me oil and gas reservoirs by several hundred feet.
: nope these views will be helpful to you.

Yours very truly,

.

......',civs

alp Wilson, Jr. - _
sistant to the Vice President
in Charge of Geology

Monsanto
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1trOROCA11ao.,51

tt-: ..

Mons1nto Comp1ny
800 N

L1ndbergt'l Bouleverd

St Lou•'· M1ssour1 63166
Phone (3141 694·1000

April l, 1971

The Honorable Stanford P. Darger
House of Representatives
State of Utah
818 17th Avenue
Salt Lake City, Utah 84103
Dear Mr. Darger:
Your recent letters to Mr. E. J. Bock and to Mr. F. E. Reese of
our company have been referred to me for reply, since Monsanto's
oil and gas business falls within my area of business respons1b1lity
The problem with which you are dealing is indeed a complex one.
While Monsanto Company does participate in the conventional oil
c
gas business in the State of Utah, we have not .as yet given seriou"
consideration to the possibility of participating in the recovery ot
hydrocarbon resources from oil shale reserves. Accordingly, our
views on the preferred form of leasing in Utah represent a preliminary opinion rather than a carefully detailed study.
Our current judgment is that the position which the state adopted in
1967, specifying a single form of oil lease, is still at this time the
preferred approach. While it is not difficult to distinguish clearly
between the different sources of the hydrocarbons reserves (that''
hydrocarbons recovered from oil shale as contrasted with the llqu1c
and gaseous hydrocarbons existing in the conventional type of oil ii·<·
traps) it appears to us that the physical problems of attempting to
carry out both types of operation on a single lease area would indcec
be formidable. We therefore suggest that the single form of oil le 35 •
which would include all hydrocarbons, if the purpose is the product,:·
of oil and/or gas, is the preferred method.

-2-

We trust the foregoing comments will be of assistance to you in your
del:berations, and we greatly appreciate your courtesy in soliciting
Monsanto's views on th1 s matter.

Andrews
Director, Natural Resources
•c st

cc: E. J. Bock

F.E.Reese

F. Richardson

/,OUJJ: ,[ IJ.1.\'.\'IWFm/

TIO.\". IT.

April 5, 1971

State Representative Stanford P. Darger
State of Utah
818 - 17th Avenue
Salt Lake City, Utah 84103
Regarding:

Oil and Gas Leasing Procedures

Dear Representative Darger:
Thank you for your letter of March 19,• 1971
advising of the actions now being taken pertaining to
Oil and Gas Regulations.
I t is our opinion that a single form of oil
lease covering all hydrocarbons is the best means of
granting exploratory rights for oil and gas. The
problems arising from multi-form lease are substantial.

Very truly yours,

W. H. Hulsizer
WHH:fs

1'.\TTUl'"I\ Ill II.Ill\«. PL\\

rn.

t:l)t;ll\Al>O

l'lltJ\t:

860 P!TACLEU""" CLUB BUIL01NQ

DENVER, COLORADO 8D2D2

April 7, 1971

The
Stanford P. Darger
House of Representatives
State of Utah
17th Avenue
Salt Lake City, Utah 84103
;lr.

This is in reply to your letter of March 19, which was received

lo this office on March 30 while I was on vacation.
I have
discussed this problem and our feelings concerning it with
John W. Jarvis, our landman, who is more knowledgeable on
leasing, etc., than I.
He is inclined to be in favor of a
aingle lease form covering oil and gas and associated hydrocarbons, including producible sulphur.
It is his opinion that
the lease should exr.lude coal and oil shale since they are
nonnally produced by operations not in general use in the oil
industry.

We ln the industry certainly appreciate it when anyone inquires

to our thoughts concerning any aspect of legislation dealing
This is becoming an extremely rare occurrence
and it is certainly appreciated when it does happen.

II

vi th the industry.

Yours very truly,

IRVING PASTERNAK
4101 E. LOUISIANA AVENUE
DENVER, COLORADO 80222

April 1, 1971

House of Representatives
State of Utah
Salt Lake City, Utah
Attn:
Dear Hr. Darger:

Mr. Stanford P. Datger
State

In response to your letter of March 19th, without any reservatior,
I feel that the single form of an oil and gas lease including all
hydrocarbons is the only acceptable manner of leasing as far as:
am concerned. I believe that the State of Utah should continue t·
single form of oil and gas leasing. It would stimulate the explc:1
t i on for oil and gas.
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March 30, 1971

,..!) 001T

The Honorable Stanford P. Darger
House of Representatives
818 - 17th Avenue
Salt Lake City, Utah 84103
My dear Mr. Darger:
Thank you for your very informative Jetter of March 1 7,
1971 relating to the method of leasing State land in
Utah for oil and gas purposes.
I certainly appreciate your consideration of my views in
connection with this matter. At this time, however,
our company does not have substantial leases in the State
of Utah covering State land and is therefore not entirely
up to date on the problems mentioned in your Jetter.
If we do take a more active interest in Utah in the future,
we will of course go into the matter more carefully and
will then be in touch with you if circumstances indicate
constructive comment from our company.

BDG/lk

PANHANDLE EASTERN PIPE LINE COMPANY

HOUSTON, TEXAS 77001

March 31, 1971
A

L 0

9MICL05

The Honorable Stanford P. Darger
House of Representatives
Salt Lake City, Uta.h
Dear Mr. Darger:

In answer to your letter of March l 7, it is my opinion that the single i ·
(i.e., the form which covers both oil and gas and their constituent elr-.
is the only practical form and will do more to encourage the developr ,.
recovery of these resources in your State. The "dual or multi-for11:, .
opinion, would not be practicable and would discourage development a:·
While so1ne areas may be proved to be more prone to the production c:
rather than gaseous hydrocarbons, or vice versa; neve.rtheless, any"..
conditions existing below the surface of the earth favorable for the tra::
a liquid hydrocarbon is equally favorable for the trapping of a gaseou1:
carbon, It follows then that the methods used in exploration are ident..,
either and when drilling the exploratory well, there is no certainty "i ...
either, form of hydrocarbon might be discovered. The risk factor ol f.·.
either liquid or gaseous hydrocarbons is already great and to add the 1,
risk of finding a hydrocarbon in a form for which the risk taker does r..
a lease would certainly deter exploration. Liquid and gaseous hydrov
frequently exist in the same reservoir and condensate, which appears"
liquid at the surface under reduced pressure, usually exists in the re;c:
in a gaseous form.
I think you will immediately recognize both the complexities and deto:
which would arise from separate leasing of liquid and gaseous hydrou·

As to oil shale: As you know, extracting hydrocarbons from oil shale·'·
of a "mining-type" operation as opposed to the ordinary oil and gas c!r; ..
operation. It n1ay be advisable for the State to consider preparing J ;c
lease to cover oil shale. However, here again any such separate 'oil·
lease should cover both liquid and gaseous hydrocarbons extracted
"oil shale."

--. ,. llc·m'r«ble Stanford P. Darger

"2
: '.".", h 11, l 971

,incerely appreciate your interest and concern for the 1natters set out in
1"ttrr and are confident that the petroleum industry will work with the
, ;:•: ,.1 \'tah in devising a method by which its oil and gas resources can be
-c.ei<·)JCci to the greatest advantage of all parties concerned.
,.,f

".r

Very truly yours,

;,..,().lw

JAKE L

HAMON

OIL AND GAS PRODUCER
.... ,.U.LIC: HATtOHAL •A.NK TOWUt

ron o,.,.1c1 •O• •• ,
DALL.AS. TUA8

W. T. LAGRONE
LAND ANO LAW

79221

March 29, 1971

Honorable Stanford P. Darger
House of Representatives
State of Utah
Salt Lake City, Utah 84103
Dear Sir:
Reference your letter of March 19, 1971, addre:;sed to 'Mr.
Jake L. Hamon, oil operator.
This letter has been handec
to me for answer.
The issuance of more than one type of oil, gas and other
minerals lease on the same land for the same purposes
would result in confusion and would work an inequitable
ship on the ooerator.
I feel that it is in the best inter·
est of the economic well-being of the State of Utah that
one lease should be issued to cover all the oil, gas and
other minerals under a given tract of land.
Very truly yours,
JAKE L. HAMON

L A WY E R
lcp

--... ---........ OOD• 11111'7

".,..

EDWARD

M. ROLAND

BOX W'SIM
OAAPF.N, WTOM'JNO lt980J

March

Mr

8d l t

Dear

Stanford P. Darger
17th Avenue
Lake City, Utah
84103
Mr.
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Sincerely,

Edward M
Boland
Chairman Public Lands Committee
American Association of
Petroleum Landmen
L

k I b

Western Crude Oil, Inc.
April 15, 1971

The Honorable Stanford P. narger
House of RePresentatives
Salt Lake City, Utah '84103
My dear Mr. Darger:
I have your letter of "larch 19, J.971 to Western
Oil·, Ir:.
We are pleased to assist you in your endeavors and aporeciate
your aporoach to the question of 'low leasina should he 1-ianrle'
in Utah.
It is our considered opinion that the single form c'.
lease for all hvdrocarbons, if the ouroose is the
:·
oil and/or gas, is the proper method.
Please advise if we can assist you further.

Vice President and
General Counsel
CRR/ss

P. 0.
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30 March 1971

The Honorable Stanford P. Darger
818 - 17th Avenue
Salt Lake City, Utah 84103
Subject;

State of Utah Leasing Policies

Dear Representative Darger:
Thls letter is in response to your letter of 19 March 1971. We
thank you for including us on your list of parties whose opinion's
you have solicited.
While Global Marine Inc. is oriented toward marine areas, many
of us in the company have had experience in the oil and gas
industry on land, and perhaps our expression will be of some
help.
It ls our definite opinion that the interest of the state of Utah
would be best served to employ what you refer to as the single
form of oil lease, which would include all hydrocarbons in one
lease form, held by one Lessee from the state of Utah.

Tl!: pe

... ,..o ••c•&T•"'v

FOREST

OIL

CORPORAT1:

March 24, 1971

Mr, Stanford P. Darger
State Represenrative
STATE OF UTAH
818 17th Avenue
Salt Lake City, Utah 84103
Dear Hr. Darger:
Our Company prefers the present form of State of
Utah Lease under which all hydrocarbons are included. We
feel this
is easier to
and precludes possible law suits in cases where intermingling strata could
well be claim'ed by more than one State of Utah Lessee.
We appreciate your interest in this problem.
Very truly yours,

FOREST OIL CORPORATION

.' t

R. E.

Division Attorney
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March 29, 1971

The Honorable Stanford P. Oarger
State Representative
818 - 17th Avenue
Sall Lake City, Utah 84103
Deer Mr. Darger:
This is in response to your letter of March 19 regarding
the single form oil lease.
You may find it desirable to use both the single-form
and multi-form lease.
My reasons are these.
In areas where oil shale would be developed by mining

rdat ively shallow horizons, conventional oil and gas produc-

tion would be as compatible with oil shale development as with
other mining operations.
Examples would be uranium or potash
IT11 ning.
On the other hand where the oil shale is at depth and
where sof'\e type of in situ production method might be applied,
ther,, could be intcrfe;:c:;;c:e between conventional oil and gas
and shale oil production.
This could be especially
iruc if nuclear detonation were used to fracture the oil shale.
The administration of a leasing program of this type might
do not necessarily recommend it.
I
point out that the two basic methods of oil shale developpresent different problems with respect to conventional
and gas.

h" somewhat complex and I

ril

Your solicitation of our viewpoint on this matter is
apprL'ciated.

r-:c·r {

Very truly yours,

'·'

'/t

Russell J. Cameron
President

klC/sai

TEXAS GAS EXPLORATION CORPORATION
f1nt City N1!1onal

Budding

P 0 Bo•

Hou1ton, T••u n051
Phone 713/m 9481

April 7, 1971

Honorable Stanford T. Darger

818 l 7th Avenue

Salt Lake City, Utah 84103
Dear Mr. Darger:

Your 11arch 17, 1971 letter addressed to Mr. Elmer, Chairman of the
Board of Texas Gas Transmission Corporation, was forwarded to this office
with request that we give you our views concerning the question of use of
a single form of lease to cover all hydrocarbons or separate leases to
cover separate hydrocarbons, since our company is the exploration and pro·
ducing division of Texas Gas Transmission Corporation.
We strongly favor a single lease form to cover oil, gas and all other
hydrocartlons. In fdct, we would really favor a single lease to cover oil,
gas and all other minerals; and we do have this form of lease in many
states. Ts you are aware, the drilling of a well in search of oil or gH
f s a costly undertaking and, s i nee many of the logging and coring techniques
used to determine whether or not the borehole is proructive of oil or
will also indicate the presence of other minerals, it is our feeling that
ff we thus discover the presence of other minerals the lease forms should
be broad enough to permit us to recover them.
We feel that there are many problems which may arise from the granting
of separate leases for separate minerals with respect to a single tract of
land. Multiple leases could raise the question of which mineral estate is
paramount in the event of possible conflict of operations between the holders
of the leases covering different minerals. Such practice could also
confusion as to the res pons i bil i ty for surf ace damages and to possible law·
suf ts between different mineral 1es sees on the theory that one mineral l emt
in exploring for the minerals as to which he holds the lease has damaged the
mineral deposit covered by a separate lease.
These are but a few of our thoughts on this matter and we hope they
will be of some help to you.
Yours very truly,
TEXAS GAS EXPLORAT!Oll CORPORATION

$.i:

o.

E. Killam, Jr. - Manager
Land Department

DEKjr:jw

